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OPTIMIZING A DATABASE QUERY THAT 
RETURNS A PREDETERMINED NUMBER 

OF ROWS USING A GENERATED 
OPTIMIZED ACCESS PLAN 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Technical Field 
This invention generally relates to computer systems, and 

more speci?cally relates to apparatus and methods for 
improving data access performance in a computer database 
Which eliminate records prior to sorting or grouping in a 
query that fetches a ?rst n roWs. 

2. Background Art 
Database systems have been developed that alloW a 

computer to store a large amount of information in a Way 
that alloWs a user to search for and retrieve speci?c infor 
mation in the database. For example, an insurance company 
may have a database that includes all of its policy holders 
and their current account information, including payment 
history, premium amount, policy number, policy type, exclu 
sions to coverage, etc. A database system alloWs the insur 
ance company to retrieve the account information for a 
single policy holder among the thousands and perhaps 
millions of policy holders in its database. 

Retrieval of information from a database is typically done 
using queries. A database query typically includes one or 
more predicate expressions interconnected With logical 
operators. A predicate expression is a general term given to 
an expression using one of the four kinds of operators (or 
their combinations): logical, relational, unary, and boolean, 
as shown in FIG. 2. A query usually speci?es conditions that 
apply to one or more columns of the database, and may 
specify relatively complex logical operations on multiple 
columns. The database is searched for records that satisfy 
the query, and those records are returned as the query result. 
Many intemet Web applications are being Written that 

access databases and then present lists of data to a user in the 
form of a Web page. The lists are usually ordered in a manner 
requested by the user and/or the Web application. The data 
presented to the user in a single Web page is often a partial 
list of a larger set of data. It may take several or many Web 
pages to present the entire list of data. In this environment 
it is desirable to maintain data consistency across screen 
invocations, so that sequential data from a list can be 
presented to the user on subsequent Web pages or screens. 
One technique used to maintain data consistency across 

screen invocations is data ordering. To order the data, the 
database query is Written to bring back the roWs in a speci?c 
order, and then to limit the number of roWs to be returned 
from the query With a Fetch First N RoWs clause. Similarly, 
in an interactive query, only enough records needed to ?ll 
the screen need to be fetched. The query may produce a large 
number of results that have to be ordered and then a small 
subset of the results selected to be returned by the query. 
Moreover, in many cases the state of the database server is 
not maintained across screens or Web pages. This means that 

each time the Web application screen invokes the database, 
the invocation is an independent operation. Thus When each 
page of a list is retrieved, the server must repeat the query 
including the retrieval and ordering operations for many 
roWs that are not needed on the current page. 

As can be seen, the typical method for ordering the data 
is quite Wasteful of system resources. This causes an undue 
burden on the computer system and increases access delay 
to database queries. Without a Way to reduce database query 
time to improve system performance, the computer industry 
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2 
Will continue to suffer from excessive delays in database 
accesses that require a subset of results in an ordered query. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

In accordance With the preferred embodiments, an appa 
ratus and method to optimiZe a query in a computer database 
by eliminating records prior to sorting or grouping and then 
returning a ?rst n roWs. In preferred embodiments, the query 
optimizer determines the query can be optimiZed and gen 
erates for the query an optimiZed access plan that eliminates 
records de?ned by a Where clause and one or more ordering 
criteria prior to ordering the records (sorting or grouping) 
and then returning a ?rst n roWs. 

The foregoing and other features and advantages of the 
invention Will be apparent from the folloWing more particu 
lar description of preferred embodiments of the invention, as 
illustrated in the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

The preferred embodiments of the present invention Will 
hereinafter be described in conjunction With the appended 
draWings, Where like designations denote like elements, and: 

FIG. 1 is an apparatus in accordance With the preferred 
embodiments; 

FIG. 2 is a table shoWing expressions that may be 
included in a predicate expression in a database query; 

FIG. 3 is a sample database query in Structured Query 
Language (SQL); 

FIG. 4 is a predicate expression that is representative of 
the Where clause in the sample database query of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 5 is a sample Select query statement With a Fetch 
First n RoWs Only clause and an Order By clause used to 
illustrate a ?rst embodiment; 

FIG. 6 is a sample database table accessed by the query 
of FIG. 5; 

FIG. 7 is a sample index over columns f1 and f3 of the 
Table shoWn in FIG. 6; 

FIG. 8 is a sample index over columns f2 and f3 of the 
Table shoWn in FIG. 6; 

FIG. 9 is another sample Select query statement With a 
Return n RoWs Only clause used to illustrate another 
embodiment; 

FIG. 10 is another sample Select query statement With a 
Return n RoWs Only clause used to illustrate another 
embodiment; 

FIG. 11 is another sample Select query statement With a 
Return n RoWs Only clause and a Group By clause used to 
illustrate another embodiment; 

FIG. 12 is a How diagram illustrating a method according 
to preferred embodiments; 

FIG. 13 is another How diagram illustrating a method 
according to preferred embodiments; and 

FIG. 14 is another How diagram illustrating a method 
according to preferred embodiments. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

1.0 OvervieW 

The present invention relates to optimiZing database que 
ries. For those not familiar With databases or queries, this 
OvervieW section provides background information that Will 
help to understand the present invention. 
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There are many different types of databases known in the 
art. The most common is known as a relational database 

(RDB), Which organizes data in tables that have roWs that 
represent individual entries or records in the database, and 
columns that de?ne What is stored in each entry or record. 

To be useful, the data stored in databases must be able to 
be ef?ciently retrieved. The most common Way to retrieve 
data from a database is to generate a database query. A 
database query is an expression that is evaluated by a 
database manager. The expression may contain one or more 
predicate expressions that are used to retrieve data from a 
database. For example, lets assume there is a database for a 
company that includes a table of employees, With columns 
in the table that represent the employee’s name, address, 
phone number, gender, and salary. With data stored in this 
format, a query could be formulated that Would retrieve the 
records for all female employees that have a salary greater 
than $40,000. Similarly, a query could be formulated that 
Would retrieve the records for all employees that have a 
particular area code or telephone pre?x. 
One popular Way to de?ne a query uses Structured Query 

Language (SQL). SQL de?nes a syntax for generating and 
processing queries that is independent of the actual structure 
and format of the database. A primary type of SQL query is 
the Select statement shoWn in FIG. 3. The Select statement 
speci?es data to be retrieved from a database table. The 
Select statement tells the database query processor to Select 
all columns, the “from Table1” statement identi?es Which 
database table to search, and the Where clause speci?es one 
or more expressions that must be satis?ed for a record to be 
retrieved. Note that the query of FIG. 3 is expressed in terms 
of columns C1, C2 and C3. Information about the internal 
storage of the data is not required as long as the query is 
Written in terms of expressions that relate to values in 
columns from tables. 

For the query of FIG. 3, the Where clause speci?es that 
the ?rst column has a value equal to four (C1:4) logically 
ANDed With the expression that the second column is 
greater than six OR the third column is not equal to eight. 
The expression in the Where clause of FIG. 3 is shoWn in 
FIG. 4. Where not speci?cally stated herein, the term 
“expression” is intended to mean an arbitrary predicate 
expression, Which can be an entire expression in a query, a 
portion of an expression in a query, or the entire query and 
may include logical expressions, relational expressions, 
unary expressions, boolean expressions, and their combina 
tions. 

In the prior art, a tool knoWn as a query optimiZer 
evaluates expressions in a query. When an expression 
becomes complex, the query optimiZer often approaches the 
expression from multiple perspectives. The query optimiZer 
generates one or more access plans to access the database, 
and then determines Which access plan has the loWest cost 
or best performance. In many cases, the query optimiZer Will 
generate a neW or reformulated query to improve perfor 
mance. HoWever, the prior art query optimiZer is unable to 
optimiZe a Select statement With a Fetch First n RoWs Only 
Clause to optimiZe system performance as described beloW 
With reference to the preferred embodiments. 

2.0 Detailed Description 

In accordance With the preferred embodiments, an appa 
ratus and method is described to optimiZe a query access 
plan in a computer database system. In preferred embodi 
ments, the query optimiZer determines the query can be 
optimiZed and generates for the query an optimiZed access 
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4 
plan that eliminates records de?ned by a Where clause prior 
to a sort to order records and then return a ?rst n roWs. 

Referring noW to FIG. 1, a computer system 100 is one 
suitable implementation of an apparatus in accordance With 
the preferred embodiments of the invention. Computer sys 
tem 100 is an IBM eServer iSeries computer system. HoW 
ever, those skilled in the art Will appreciate that the mecha 
nisms and apparatus of the present invention apply equally 
to any computer system, regardless of Whether the computer 
system is a complicated multi-user computing apparatus, a 
single user Workstation, or an embedded control system. As 
shoWn in FIG. 1, computer system 100 comprises a proces 
sor 110, a main memory 120, a mass storage interface 130, 
a display interface 140, and a netWork interface 150. These 
system components are interconnected through the use of a 
system bus 160. Mass storage interface 130 is used to 
connect mass storage devices (such as a direct access storage 
device 155) to computer system 100. One speci?c type of 
direct access storage device 155 is a readable and Writable 
CD RW drive, Which may store data to and read data from 
a CD RW 195. 
Main memory 120 in accordance With the preferred 

embodiments contains data 122, an operating system 123, a 
database 124, one or more database queries 125, a database 
query optimiZer 127, and an optimiZed query access plan 
128. One or more of the database queries 125 may include 
one or more Select statements With Fetch First n RoWs Only 
Clause 126. Note that Select statements With Fetch First n 
RoWs Only Clause 126, the database query optimiZer 127, 
and the optimiZed query access plan 128 are described in 
further detail beloW. 

Data 122 represents any data that serves as input to or 
output from any program in computer system 100. Operat 
ing system 123 is a multitasking operating system knoWn in 
the industry as OS/400; hoWever, those skilled in the art Will 
appreciate that the spirit and scope of the present invention 
is not limited to any one operating system. Database 124 is 
any suitable database, Whether currently knoWn or devel 
oped in the future. Database query 125 is a query in a format 
compatible With the database 124 that alloWs information 
stored in the database 124 that satis?es the database query 
125 to be retrieved. Database query optimiZer 127 processes 
one or more expressions in database query 125, including a 
Select query statement With a Fetch First n RoWs Only 
Clause 126 in accordance With the preferred embodiments. 
Query optimiZer 127 optimiZes a query 125 that includes a 
Fetch First n RoWs Only Clause 126 to generate a corre 
sponding optimiZed query access plan 128. 
Computer system 100 utiliZes Well knoWn virtual address 

ing mechanisms that alloW the programs of computer system 
100 to behave as if they only have access to a large, single 
storage entity instead of access to multiple, smaller storage 
entities such as main memory 120 and DASD device 155. 
Therefore, While data 122, operating system 123, database 
124, database query 125, and the database query optimiZer 
127 are shoWn to reside in main memory 120, those skilled 
in the art Will recogniZe that these items are not necessarily 
all completely contained in main memory 120 at the same 
time. It should also be noted that the term “memory” is used 
herein to generically refer to the entire virtual memory of 
computer system 100, and may include the virtual memory 
of other computer systems coupled to computer system 100. 

Processor 110 may be constructed from one or more 
microprocessors and/or integrated circuits. Processor 110 
executes program instructions stored in main memory 120. 
Main memory 120 stores programs and data that processor 
110 may access. When computer system 100 starts up, 
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processor 110 initially executes the program instructions that 
make up operating system 123. Operating system 123 is a 
sophisticated program that manages the resources of com 
puter system 100. Some of these resources are processor 
110, main memory 120, mass storage interface 130, display 
interface 140, netWork interface 150, and system bus 160. 

Although computer system 100 is shoWn to contain only 
a single processor and a single system bus, those skilled in 
the art Will appreciate that the present invention may be 
practiced using a computer system that has multiple proces 
sors and/or multiple buses. In addition, the interfaces that are 
used in the preferred embodiment each include separate, 
fully programmed microprocessors that are used to off-load 
compute-intensive processing from processor 110. HoW 
ever, those skilled in the art Will appreciate that the present 
invention applies equally to computer systems that simply 
use I/O adapters to perform similar functions. 

Display interface 140 is used to directly connect one or 
more displays 165 to computer system 100. These displays 
165, Which may be non-intelligent (i.e., dumb) terminals or 
fully programmable Workstations, are used to alloW system 
administrators and users to communicate With computer 
system 100. Note, hoWever, that While display interface 140 
is provided to support communication With one or more 
displays 165, computer system 100 does not necessarily 
require a display 165, because all needed interaction With 
users and other processes may occur via netWork interface 
150. 

NetWork interface 150 is used to connect other computer 
systems and/or Workstations (e.g., 175 in FIG. 1) to com 
puter system 100 across a netWork 170. The present inven 
tion applies equally no matter hoW computer system 100 
may be connected to other computer systems and/or Work 
stations, regardless of Whether the netWork connection 170 
is made using present-day analog and/or digital techniques 
or via some netWorking mechanism of the future. In addi 
tion, many different netWork protocols can be used to 
implement a netWork. These protocols are specialiZed com 
puter programs that alloW computers to communicate across 
netWork 170. TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Inter 
net Protocol) is an example of a suitable netWork protocol. 

At this point, it is important to note that While the present 
invention has been and Will continue to be described in the 
context of a fully functional computer system, those skilled 
in the art Will appreciate that the present invention is capable 
of being distributed as a program product in a variety of 
forms, and that the present invention applies equally regard 
less of the particular type of signal bearing media used to 
actually carry out the distribution. Examples of suitable 
signal bearing media include: recordable type media such as 
?oppy disks and CD RW (e.g., 195 of FIG. 1), and trans 
mission type media such as digital and analog communica 
tions links. 

Referring noW to FIG. 5, a query 500 is shoWn for an 
example of hoW a query may be analyZed and executed in 
accordance With preferred embodiments. Query 500 is an 
illustrative example of a query 125 (FIG. 1) that resides in 
main memory 120 (FIG. 1). Query 500 has a Select With an 
OR’d predicate for the Where clause. The Where clause is 
as folloWs: (Where f1:0 or f2:d). The order by clause 
instructs the query to order by ?eld “f3.” Since the query 
includes a Fetch First n RoWs Only clause 510 and an Order 
By clause 520 (or a Group by clause) the query optimiZer 
recogniZes that the query is potentially a candidate for 
optimiZation according to the preferred embodiments 
described beloW. 
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6 
FIG. 6 shoWs a sample database table 600 for the example 

query shoWn in FIG. 5. Each of the roWs in the table has data 
as shoWn for illustration of the ?rst embodiment. The table 
600 is called ‘TableT’ and has the folloWing columns: 
“RRN”, “f1”, “f2” and “f3”. The RRN column is the relative 
record number and the other three columns are ?elds of the 
database that hold data. 

FIGS. 7 and 8 shoW tWo indexes that are available for 
TableT, Index 1 shoWn in FIG. 7 and Index 2 shoWn in FIG. 
8. Index 1 is over ?elds f1 and f3 and Index 2 is over ?elds 
f2 and f3. Referring to FIG. 7, Index 1 is illustrated in a tree 
format With the root 710 pointing to all the unique values for 
the ?eld f1 720. Each unique value of ?eld f1 720 then points 
to all the unique values of f3 730 that are in the database. The 
last column in the index has the RRN for the data record 
corresponding to the data for the respective tree branch. For 
example, the ?rst roW 740 has the value 8, Which means that 
RRN 8 is the ?rst record for f1:0 and f3:l. Similarly Index 
2 shoWn in FIG. 8 shoWs the RRN’s of the table sorted in the 
order of ?eld f2 and then ?eld f3. 

When the query shoWn in FIG. 5 is executed for TableT 
600 shoWn in FIG. 6 according to the prior art, all the records 
Where f1:0 and f2:d Would be returned as folloWs: 

RRN fl f2 f3 

4 O a 3 

8 0 d l 
7 2 d 2 
8 0 d l 
9 l d l 

10 l d 3 

These records Would then be sorted by f3 and DISTINCT 
applied to RRN as folloWs: 

RRN fl f2 f3 

8 0 d l 
9 l d l 
7 2 d 2 
4 O a 3 

10 l d 3 

The query Would then return the ?rst tWo roWs. While the 
number of records sorted in this example is small (6), in a 
real data system, this number is often much larger, and the 
resources to perform the sort is signi?cant. 

In contrast, according to a preferred embodiment, the 
query shoWn in FIG. 5 Would be executed as folloWs. The 
query optimiZer Would identify the availability of sorting 
?eld f3 in each of the indexes of the Select query predicate, 
ie. index1(f2,f3) and index2(f1,f3). Since f3 is in each of the 
indexes, the query needs only to return 2 roWs for each index 
prior to the sort to insure that the needed records are 
available for the query. The remaining records (Where fIO 
and f2:d) do not need to be included in the sort. After sorting 
this reduced set of records, the ?rst tWo roWs can be returned 
to complete the query. In the Example shoWn in FIGS. 5 and 
6, the access plan of the query Would be modi?ed such that 
the ?rst predicate “Where f1:0” Would be executed to obtain 
the ?rst tWo data records using index1. The ?rst 2 results 
from index 1 (Where f1:0) is RRN 8 and 4 as folloWs: 
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RRN fl i2 i3 

8 0 d l 
4 O a 3 

Similarly, the access plan of the query Would be modi?ed 
such that the second “OR’d” predicate “Where I2Id” Would 
be executed to obtain the ?rst tWo data records using index2. 
The ?rst 2 results from index2 (Where f2:d) is RRN 8 and 
9 as folloWs: 

RRN fl i2 i3 

8 0 d l 
9 l d l 

The results from both indexes are then merged together 
While applying DISTINCT to RRN (combining common 
records) and sorted by f3 to give the following: 

RRN fl i2 i3 

8 0 d l 
9 l d l 
4 O a 3 

Note that the sort Was done on a small subset of the records. 
Only the ?rst tWo roWs are returned as shoWn beloW Without 3 
the RRN: 

Again referring to FIG. 6 and Table 600 and With refer 
ence to FIG. 9 and query 900, another example of hoW a 
query may be analyZed and executed in accordance With 
another preferred embodiment is shoWn. If the query 500 is 
given, but the indexes as described in the previous example 
are not available, another potential optimiZation may be 
available according to this embodiment. Similar to the 
previous example, the query optimiZer recogniZes the query 
is potentially a candidate for optimization since it includes 
a Fetch First n RoWs Only clause and an Order By clause. 
In this embodiment, the query optimiZer determines Whether 
it is able to make a reasonable guess as to the value of ?eld3 
to insure a suf?ciently large enough subset of the data is 
returned, i.e. a loW Water mark. If such a loW Water mark is 
available or can be determined, another predicate can be 
added to the Where clause to exclude roWs outside the ?rst 
n roWs prior to the sort. Where these roWs are not needed and 
can be eliminated prior to the sort the query can thus be 
optimiZed for increased performance. 

In the illustrated example, if it can be determined that all 
the values of f3 are less than 3 in the subset of data Which 
includes n roWs, then query 500 can be reformulated to 
query 900 as shoWn in FIG. 9. This modi?ed query could 
potentially require a sort of a small subset of records 
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8 
compared to the original query, giving a signi?cant boost in 
system performance. The query can be reformulated and 
sent to the database manager, or the cost for this query or 
access plan can be compared to other potential access plans. 
When the query shoWn in FIG. 9 is executed for TableT 

600 shoWn in FIG. 6 according to the prior art, all the records 
Where f1:0 and I2Id Would be returned the same as the prior 
art example shoWn above. In contrast, according to a pre 
ferred embodiment, the query shoWn in FIG. 9 Would be 
executed as folloWs: 

E s :2 m 

These records Would then be sorted by f3 and DISTINCT 
applied to RRN as folloWs: 

RRN fl f2 f3 

8 0 d l 
9 l d l 
7 2 d 2 

The query Would then return the ?rst tWo roWs. 

The previous embodiment has some limitations on When 
it Would be e?fective. This method Would have to be limited 

5 to special cases such as a single ?le query or left most ?le 
in a left outer join, otherWise one could get Wrong records 
With an inner joinibecause the top 3 records in one ?le may 
be eliminated by the join criteria (i.e. not ?nding a match in 
secondary table). 

Referring noW to FIG. 10, a query 1000 is shoWn for 
another example of hoW a query may be analyZed and 
executed in accordance With preferred embodiments. This 
embodiment uses a partial sort to limit the number of records 
that must be sorted later. When confronted With a query such 
as shoWn FIG. 10, the prior art query optimiZer attempted to 
?nd a single index Which entirely satis?ed the ordering to 
use for sorting. If no index Was found, the optimiZer decided 
it must perform the sort (i.e. output to a temporary ?le and 
sort the Whole thing). In contrast, in the present embodiment, 
a partial sort using an index Which partially covers the order 
by criteria is used to limit the number of roWs Which must 
be sorted. For example, given some query Which ORDERs 
BY more than one column, if there is an index over the 
leftmost column(s), but not over all the columns, then if We 
use the index to control the sorting of the columns it is over 
(ie by locking the ?le in the ?rst join position and accessing 
roWs in the indexed order), then We process until We have 
matched the ?rst N roWs but additionally We must continue 
fetching roWs until a neW unique value is selected from the 
index. Then We stop fetching, and noW all that is left is to 
sort the records fetched thus far Which is likely a number 
much closer to N (Which is much smaller than the entire 
result set Without N limit). 

Referring again to FIG. 10, a query 1000 illustrates an 
embodiment using a partial sort as described above. The 
query selects from TableT as shoWn in FIG. 6. In this case, 
there is no fl,f2 index for the “order by f1,f2” clause. 
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However, according to this embodiment, there is an index 
shown in FIG. 7 Which matches the left most order by key, 
in this case f1, Where Index1 is over f1,f3. This index can be 
used to obtain the ?rst 11 data records (3 in the example 
shoWn) of the TableT that satisfy the Where clause, plus any 
other data records until the next unique value in the index 
used is encountered. In query 1000 shoWn in FIG. 10 and 
using TableT in FIG. 6, the access plan of the query Would 
be modi?ed to retrieve the ?rst 3 data records using index1. 

10 
implied. In an interactive query, a page doWn does not 
typically involve re-fetching the ?rst roWs, but in other Ways 
is essentially the same as described for the Fetch First N 
RoWs queries described above. 
The embodiments described above Were for a query that 

contained a Fetch First 11 RoWs clause and an Order By 
clause. The methods described above Work similarly for a 
Group By clause instead of an Order By clause according to 
other embodiments claimed herein. 

The ?rst 3 results from index1 is RRN 8, 4 and 9 as folloWs: 10 Referring to FIG 11, a query 1100 illustrates an embod1_ 

ment using a Group By. The query selects from TableT as 
shoWn in FIG. 6. In this case, there is a “Group By” clause 

RRN n 12 B 1110 that indicates to group by column f3. In query 1100 
shoWn in FIG. 11 and using TableT in FIG. 6, an access plan 

8 0 d 1 15 of the query Would be generated to retrieve the ?rst 2 data 
3 (f j 1 records using index f1 and then continuing to retrieve 

records until the start of a unique group. This Would cause 
the ?rst 3 records Would be retrieved as folloWs: 

Next, the access plan Would indicate to continue retrieving 20 
data records until the next value of the index is encountered. 
In this case the third record Was at the value of “l” for the RRN n 12 5 
f1 index. So records need to be retrieved until “2” is 
encountered in the f1 index, so the results from the index1 2 1 ‘i i 
is RRN 5, 2, 3, and 7 as folloWs: 25 2 1 b 5 

(start of a unique group so fetching stops here and discard 
RRN 11 Q 13 this roW) 

2 1 g i 30 Next, the access plan Would indicate to retrieve the ?rst 2 
3 1 c 5 data groups using index f1 and then continuing to retrieve 
7 2 d 2 records until the start of a unique group. This Would cause 

the ?rst 3 records Would be retrieved as folloWs: 

These records are then merged With the prior 3 data records, 35 
sorted and the top 3 values returned as folloWs: 

RRN fl f2 f3 

8 0 d 1 
9 1 d 1 

11 12 13 40 7 2 d 2 

0 a 3 

(f ‘i ; <end of index> (implies start of next unique group so 
fetching stops here) 

A similar variation of this technique is if there is no index 45 These records are the? merged With the prior 2 data records’ 
over the left most ?eld (or if it is faster) Would have the and DISTINCT apphed to the RRN as follows: 

optimiZer pre-sort the left most key(s) of the ORDER BY, 
and then fetch the N (plus addtional values needed for ?rst 
N roWs as described above), and then do a sort of the fetched 50 RRN 11 12 13 
roWs. This Will still fetch and sort far feWer roWs then 
fetching and sorting the entire result set. For example, if the 3 0 d 1 
left most column is from a reasonably small table Which is 9 1 d 1 
. . . . . 7 2 d 2 

Joined to other tables, this technique Would be very ef?cient. 5 1 a 2 
The partial sort described above Was presented for the 55 

case of Fetch First N RoWs. HoWever, this embodiment 
applies equally Well to an interactive query With an ORDER 
BY, but Without a Fetch First N RoWs. In an interactive 
query the database only fetches enough roWs to ?ll a user’s 
screen. Thus, the entire result set does not need to be fetched 
for the user unless they page doWn through the results and 
need the query to fetch more records. An interactive query 
is a Fetch First N RoWs query Where the Fetch First N RoWs 
clause is implied and set by the number of roWs that Will ?t 
on the screen. For the purposes of the speci?cation and 
claims herein, a query With a Fetch First N RoWs only clause 
includes an interactive query Where the number of roWs is 

60 

65 

Next, the access plan Would indicate to group on f3 and then 
perform aggregate functions (i.e. in this case count) as 
follows: 

13 count(*) 

1 2 
2 2 
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Next the access plan Would indicate to return the ?rst n (2) 
groups as follows: 

f3 count(*) 

1 2 
2 2 

The example shown only has 2 groups prior to the last step 
so the results are the same. In this example the grouping Was 
executed on the 4 records listed above. 

In contrast to the previous example, the prior art method 
required additional records to be grouped. The following 
example illustrates hoW the query shoWn in FIG. 11 Would 
be analyZed and an access plan generated according to the 
prior. First an access plan of the query Would be generated 
to retrieve the data records matching the Where clause as 
folloWs: 

RRN fl f2 f3 

8 0 d l 
9 l d l 
5 l a 2 

7 2 d 2 
l0 1 d 3 
2 l b 5 
3 l c 5 

Next, the access plan Would indicate to group on f3 and then 
perform aggregate functions (i.e. in this case count) as 
folloWs: 

f3 count(*) 

1 2 
2 2 
3 l 
5 2 

Next the access plan Would indicate to return the ?rst n (2) 
groups as folloWs: 

f3 count(*) 

1 2 
2 2 

In this prior art example, the Group By Was performed on 
seven records as shoWn above. In contrast, in the example 
illustrated above according to the preferred embodiments, 
the Group By Was performed on only four records. In the 
preferred embodiment example, the other records Were 
eliminated prior to the grouping operation to enhance the 
database performance as described and claimed herein. 

Referring noW to FIG. 12, method 1200 is illustrated for 
evaluating a query that includes a Select query statement 
With a Fetch First n RoWs Only clause 126 (FIG. 1) in 
accordance With the preferred embodiments. Method 1200 
begins by receiving the next query or set of queries and 
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12 
generating a conventional access plan (step 1210). The 
query is parsed to determine if the query contains an Order 
By clause and a Fetch First n RoWs Only clause (step 1220). 
If an Order By clause and a Fetch First n RoWs Only Clause 
are not found, then the method 1200 proceeds to run the 
query With the cheapest access plan (step 1230) and then the 
method is done. If a Fetch First n RoWs Only clause is found 
(step 1220Wes), the set of predicates of the query is then 
checked to determine if there is an appropriate index in 
every AND group that is OR’d together (step 1240). If there 
is an appropriate index for each AND group (step 1240wes) 
the method then creates and costs an access plan to retrieve 
the ?rst n roWs from each index folloWed by a sort of the 
records and then selecting the ?rst n records (step 1250). The 
method 1200 then proceeds to run the query With the 
cheapest access plan (step 1230). If there is no appropriate 
index for each AND group (step 1240:no) then the query is 
checked to see if there is a reasonable predicate to add to 
limit the left most order by ?eld(s) (step 1260). The reason 
able predicate may be determined from the previous query 
history. If there is no predicate to add (step 1260:no) then 
run the query With the cheapest access plan (step 1230). If 
there is a predicate to add (step 1260wes) then the appro 
priate predicate is added to every AND group (step 1070) 
and the method 1200 creates and costs an access plan With 
the added predicate (step 1280). The method then runs the 
query With the cheapest access plan (step 1230) and is then 
done. 

Referring noW to FIG. 13, method 1300 is illustrated for 
evaluating a query that includes a Select query statement 
With a Fetch First n RoWs Only clause 126 (FIG. 1) in 
accordance With another preferred embodiments. In this 
method the query is parsed for a “Group By” clause instead 
of an “Order By” clause. Method 1300 begins by receiving 
the next query or set of queries and generating a conven 
tional access plan (step 1310). The query is parsed to 
determine if the query contains a Group By and a Fetch First 
n RoWs Only clause (step 1320). If a Group By clause and 
a Fetch First n RoWs Only Clause are not found, then the 
method 1300 proceeds to run the query With the cheapest 
access plan (step 1330) and then the method is done. If a 
Group By clause and a Fetch First n RoWs Only clause is 
found (step 1320:yes), the set of predicates of the query is 
then checked to determine if there is an appropriate index in 
each AND group that is OR’d together (step 1340). If there 
is an appropriate index for each AND group (step 1340wes) 
the method then creates and costs an access plan to retrieve 
the ?rst n groups from each index folloWed by grouping of 
the records and then selecting the ?rst n records (step 1350). 
The method 1300 then proceeds to run the query With the 
cheapest access plan (step 1330). If there is no appropriate 
index for each AND group (step 1340:no) then the method 
then runs the query With the cheapest access plan (step 1330) 
and is then done. 

Referring noW to FIG. 14, method 1400 is illustrated for 
evaluating a query that includes a Select query statement 
With a Fetch First n RoWs Only clause 126 (FIG. 1) in 
accordance With the preferred embodiments. Method 1400 
begins by receiving the next query or set of queries and 
generating a conventional access plan (step 1410). The 
query is parsed to determine if the query contains an Order 
By clause or a Group By clause and a Fetch First n RoWs 
Only clause (step 1420). If an Order By clause or a Group 
By clause and a Fetch First n RoWs Only Clause are not 
found, then the method 1400 proceeds to run the query With 
the cheapest access plan (step 1430) and then the method is 
done. If a Order By clause or a Group By clause and a Fetch 
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First n Rows Only Clause are found (step 1420:yes), the set 
of predicates of the query is then checked to determine if 
there is appropriate ordering to do a partial sort as described 
above (step 1440). If there is not appropriate ordering (step 
1440:no) the method then determines Whether there is any 
indexes not yet examined matching any grouping key(s) 
(step 1450). If there are more indexes matching grouping 
keys (step 1450wes) then the method 1400 then proceeds to 
create and cost an access plan using this matching the index 
in the primary location to fetch n groups plus the next roWs 
until the next unique group is encountered, folloWed by 
grouping of the remaining columns for n plus the next 
unique group (step 1460). The method then proceeds to step 
1440 again. If there any indexes not examined matching 
grouping keys (step 1450:no) then the method 1400 pro 
ceeds to step 1470. Step 1470 creates and costs an access 
plan With one or more With grouping one or more columns 
in the primary ?le folloWed by fetching the ?rst n plus the 
next unique groups and then grouping the remaining col 
umns for n plus the next unique value (step 1470). The 
method then runs the query With the cheapest access plan 
(step 1430) and is then done. Returning to step 1440, if there 
is appropriate ordering to be done (step 1440wes) the 
method then determines Whether there is any more AND 
groups OR’d together (step 1480). If there are more AND 
groups OR’d together (step 1480:yes) then the method 1400 
creates and costs an access plan using the ?rst n roWs from 
each index folloWed by a sort (step 1490). If there are no 
more AND groups OR’d together (step 1480:no) then the 
method 1400 creates and costs an access plan using the left 
most column in the primary ?le (step 1495). The method 
then runs the query With the cheapest access plan (step 1430) 
and is then done. 

The present invention as described With reference to the 
preferred embodiments provides signi?cant improvements 
over the prior art. An SQL Select statement With a Fetch 
First n RoWs Only clause is analyZed to determine if the 
expression can be optimiZed, and if so, the Select statement 
is reformulated to improve system performance or the access 
plan is optimiZed as described above. The present invention 
provides a Way to reduce database query time to improve 
system performance, and reduce excessive delays in data 
base accesses. 

One skilled in the art Will appreciate that many variations 
are possible Within the scope of the present invention. Thus, 
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While the invention has been particularly shoWn and 
described With reference to preferred embodiments thereof, 
it Will be understood by those skilled in the art that these and 
other changes in form and details may be made therein 
Without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for optimiZing a database query that includes 

a Select statement With a Fetch First n RoWs Only clause; the 
method comprising the steps of: 

analyZing the query to determine if the query can be 
optimiZed by determining the query contains an Order 
By clause, that an index exists for each predicate in a 
Where clause, and the ?eld of the Order By clause 
exists in each index; 

generating for the query an optimiZed access plan that 
eliminates records de?ned by the Where clause prior to 
a sort by fetching only n roWs from each index and then 
returning a ?rst n roWs, Where n is an integer variable; 
and 

retrieving data from a computer database using the opti 
miZed access plan that comprises returning n roWs after 
sorting a set of records that includes the n roWs from 
each index. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein the Fetch First n RoWs 
Only clause is implied and the query is an interactive query. 

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 
determining the query contains an Order By clause, and 

that there is a determinable value of a ?eld of the Order 
by Clause; and 

eliminating records prior to a sort by creating an access 
plan that fetches feWer roWs by adding the ?eld With the 
determinable value to each predicate of the Where 
clause. 

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 
determining the query contains an Order By clause and 

that an index exists for the leftmost column but not all 
the columns; and 

generating an access plan that eliminates records prior to 
a sort by fetching n roWs from the index over the 
leftmost column and additional roWs until a unique 
value of the index is encountered. 


